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Abstract
We present a static-condensation method for time-implicit discretizations of the Discontinuous Galerkin
Spectral Element Method on Gauss-Lobatto points (GL-DGSEM). We show that, when solving the com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations, it is possible to reorganize the linear system that results from the implicit
time-integration of the GL-DGSEM as a Schur complement problem, which can be efficiently solved using
static condensation. The use of static condensation reduces the linear system size and improves the condi-
tion number of the system matrix, which translates into shorter computational times when using direct and
iterative solvers.
The statically condensed GL-DGSEM presented here can be applied to linear and nonlinear advection-
diffusion partial differential equations in conservation form. To test it we solve the compressible Navier-
Stokes equations with direct and Krylov subspace solvers, and we show for a selected problem that using
the statically condensed GL-DGSEM leads to speed-ups of up to 200 when compared to the time-explicit
GL-DGSEM, and speed-ups of up to three when compared with the time-implicit GL-DGSEM that solves
the global system.
The GL-DGSEM has gained increasing popularity in recent years because it satisfies the summation-
by-parts property, which enables the construction of provably entropy stable schemes, and because it is
computationally very efficient. In this paper, we show that the GL-DGSEM has an additional advantage:
It can be statically condensed.
Keywords: High-order discontinuous Galerkin, Implicit time-integration, Static condensation,
Discontinuous Galerkin Spectral Element Method (DGSEM), Gauss-Lobatto.
1. Introduction
High-order Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods have become popular to solve linear and nonlinear
Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) because of their high accuracy and flexibility [1–3]. These methods
rely on a variational formulation where the continuity constraint on element interfaces is relaxed, allowing
for discontinuities in the numerical solution. This feature makes DG methods robust for solving advection
dominated problems, such as those encountered in fluid dynamics applications.
In spite of the increased popularity of high-order methods, most production-quality CFD codes in use are
still low order: e.g. in the aerospace industry [4–6], in weather prediction [7], in astrophysics [8, 9], etc. A
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likely reason is that the long years of development on low-order methods have produced very computational-
cost-effective solvers that are difficult to compete against. In this work, we seek to reduce the cost of
computing high-order accurate solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations by choosing a computationally
efficient DG method, doing implicit time-integration and using static condensation.
In this paper, we use the Discontinuous Galerkin Spectral Element Method (DGSEM), as it is very
efficient computationally [10]. The DGSEM is usually called a collocation method since it stores the solution
variables at the nodes of the quadrature rule and reconstructs the solution using discretely orthogonal basis
functions. The collocation property gives the DGSEM a computational advantage over other DG methods,
where the conservative variables and the fluxes must be evaluated on the quadrature nodes as an additional
step. Moreover, the use of a collocated quadrature and orthogonal bases equips the DGSEM with a diagonal
mass matrix and relatively cheap-to-compute operators.
The standard choices for the position of the nodes of the DGSEM are the Gauss and the Gauss-Lobatto
quadrature points. Several advantages have been identified for the DGSEM on Gauss-Lobatto nodes (the
GL-DGSEM) over the one that uses Gauss nodes (the G-DGSEM). The first advantage is that in the GL-
DGSEM the solution is stored where it is needed for the evaluation of the surface integrals, whereas it is not
in the G-DGSEM [11]. This makes the GL-DGSEM computationally cheaper and easier to implement since
the solution does not have to be interpolated to the element boundaries, as in the G-DGSEM. In addition, it
has been shown that the GL-DGSEM allows larger time steps than the G-DGSEM because of the spectrum
of the spatial operator [12]. Furthermore, the GL-DGSEM can be used to unify certain diffusive numerical
fluxes as it has been shown that the Bassi-Rebay 1 scheme is a special case of the symetric Interior Penalty
method when Gauss-Lobatto nodes are used [13].
The only disadvantage of the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature is that it is not as accurate as the Gauss
quadrature: The numerical integration is only exact for polynomials of order up to 2N − 1 when using a
Gauss-Lobatto quadrature with N + 1 nodes, whereas it is exact for polynomials of order up to 2N + 1
when using a Gauss quadrature with the same number of nodes [11]. An inexact evaluation of the integrals
induces aliasing errors (in under-resolved simulations) that can trigger instabilities, which in turn can make
the solution blow up, especially at high Reynolds numbers [14]. The traditional DGSEM on Gauss nodes
also suffers from those instabilities, but they appear sooner when Gauss-Lobatto nodes are used [12, 14].
The common solution to aliasing-driven instabilities is to increase the number of quadrature points
to reduce (or eliminate) the aliasing errors, in an approach that is called polynomial dealiasing or over-
integration. The over-integration strategy increases the computational cost since collocation is no longer
possible. Moreover, an exact numerical integration is not always achievable, no matter the number of
quadrature points. For some systems of equations, like the compressible Euler or Navier-Stokes, the fluxes
are not polynomials, but ratios of polynomials [15].
Recent studies point out that the GL-DGSEM has a numerical superiority over the G-DGSEM to elimi-
nate aliasing-driven instabilities without using over-integration. A cure to these instabilities has been found
with the use of split forms of the governing equations [16–18] which can be designed according to the entropy-
stability framework developed by Tadmor [19–21]. Entropy stability through split forms can be achieved
while keeping discrete conservation properties if the discretization scheme satisfies the summation-by-parts
simultaneous-approximation-term (SBP-SAT) property [18]. Moreover, Gassner [22] showed that the GL-
DGSEM satisfies the SBP-SAT property. As a result, entropy stable split forms can be formulated for the
GL-DGSEM, e.g. for the Burgers equation [22], the compressible Navier-Stokes equations [15], the MHD
equations [23], the Cahn-Hilliard equation [24], the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [25], the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes/Cahn-Hilliard system [26], etc. The split form has a dealiasing effect that makes the
GL-DGSEM provably stable (something that is not achievable with simple polynomial dealiasing), while
still being computationally cheaper than over-integrated methods and yielding comparable results [27]. In a
recent publication, Chan et al. [28] proved that entropy-stable DGSEM discretizations can also be obtained
using Gauss nodes. However, this recent technology requires 12(N+1)3 extra flux evaluations, which renders
it more expensive than the GL-DGSEM.
Traditionally, explicit Runge-Kutta methods have been employed to advance high-order DG methods
in time, e.g. [29–32]. These methods allow one to match in time the high-order spatial accuracy of DG
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methods and have a very low computational cost per time step. However, due stability constraints explicit
time-integration methods can be very inefficient to solve stiff problems, such as steady-state or turbulent
simulations, where they may require a time-step size that is much smaller than the one needed to resolve
the physical scales [33]. On the other hand, implicit time-integration methods can be designed to be stable
for larger time-step sizes, but require solving several systems of linear equations at every time step, which
makes them more expensive per time step than explicit methods.
The development of techniques that reduce the computational cost per time step of time-implicit high-
order DG methods can contribute to their industrialization. Important advances have been made in the
development of efficient preconditioner techniques [34–36], of multigrid methods [33, 37, 38], in the formu-
lation of DG schemes with very sparse Jacobian matrices [39, 40], in the identification of computationally
efficient implicit time-marching schemes [41–43], among others.
Static condensation [44] is a technique to reduce the size of linear systems. It has been widely used
in the continuous Galerkin (CG) community to solve time-implicit discretizations [45–47]. However, static
condensation is not directly applicable to general DG methods in an efficient manner because of the tight
coupling of the degrees of freedom between neighboring elements.
To the authors’ knowledge, only two techniques have been developed to efficiently apply static conden-
sation to DG schemes. The first technique was developed by Sherwin et al. [48], and uses specially tailored
basis functions with which it is possible to statically condense the linear system that arises from the time-
implicit DG discretization. Unfortunately, the new basis functions are neither orthogonal nor tensor-product
expansions. Therefore, some properties are lost, like the existence of diagonal mass matrices [11], Kroenecker
multiplication matrices, or the ability to perform anisotropic p-adaptation1 with anisotropic truncation error
estimates [32, 49], among others.
The second technique is the hybridizable DG (HDG) method, which was developed by Carrero and Cock-
burn et al. [50, 51]. This method expands the linear system to include the numerical trace of the solution
as a new unknown, to statically condense it around this new variable. This technique has been proved to
be computationally efficient [52, 53], but it imposes certain constraints on the surface numerical fluxes, such
as the need for the elliptic fluxes to be adjoint consistent and compact [51], and the requirement for the
numerical fluxes of nonlinear advection-diffusion equations to have a specific mathematical form [52, 53]. As
a result, not all the known Riemann solvers can be classified as suitable for HDG. Further insights into the
relations between HDG and GL-DGSEM are provided here in Appendix D.
In this paper, we show that static condensation can be directly applied to the time-implicit GL-DGSEM
in an efficient manner without the strong constraints that other static condensation DG schemes have.
Namely, we keep tensor-product orthogonal bases in a method that can be used with any choice of the
numerical flux functions, with the only requirement for the viscous numerical flux that it be compact. We
show, by means of a numerical experiment, that the method developed here provides significant speed-ups
when compared to the time-explicit GL-DGSEM and the time-implicit GL-DGSEM that does not use static
condensation. Therefore, this investigation reveals a further advantage of Gauss-Lobatto quadratures over
traditional Gauss quadratures in the DGSEM. The method here exposed is a novel contribution, as to the
authors’ knowledge, it has not been attempted before.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the mathematical background that is needed for
the derivations of this work. We briefly describe the time-implicit DGSEM in Section 2.1, and provide an
overview of the static-condensation method in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we analyze the sparsity patterns of
DGSEM methods and demonstrate that static condensation can be efficiently applied when Gauss-Lobatto
nodes are selected. Next, we detail the implementation of the statically condensed GL-DGSEM that is used
in this work. Finally, the method is tested for solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in Section
4.
1In this work, the polynomial order is denoted by N , but the action of locally adapting the polynomial order is called
p-adaptation, and discretizations with the same polynomial order in all directions are called p-isotropic, as they are commonly
called in the literature
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2. Mathematical Background
In this section, we provide the necessary mathematical background to formulate a statically condensed
Discontinuous Galerkin Spectral Element Method on Gauss-Lobatto nodes. Note that we adopt the notation
of [23, 54]. For completeness, we include a description of the notation in Appendix A.
2.1. Time-Implicit DGSEM
We consider the approximation of systems of conservation laws,
∂tq + ∇⃗ ⋅↔f = 0, in Ω, (1)
subject to appropriate boundary conditions, where q is the state vector of conserved variables, and
↔
f is the
flux block vector, which depends on q. In an advection-diffusion conservation law, such as the Navier-Stokes
equations (Appendix B), the flux vector can be written as
↔
f = ↔f a(q) −↔f ν(q, ∇⃗q), (2)
where
↔
f a is the advective flux and
↔
f ν is the diffusive flux. Because of the dependency of the diffusive flux
on ∇⃗q, (1) is a second order PDE. Following Arnold et al. [55], (1) can be rewritten as a first-order system,⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∂tq + ∇⃗ ⋅ (
↔
f a(q) −↔f ν(q, ↔g )) = 0 , in Ω,∇⃗q = ↔g , in Ω. (3a)(3b)
To obtain the DGSEM-version of (3), all variables are approximated by piece-wise Lagrange interpolating
polynomials of order N that are continuous in each element: q← qN , ↔f ← ↔f N and ↔g ← ↔g N . Furthermore,
(3a) and (3b) are multiplied by an arbitrary polynomial (test function) of order N and numerically integrated
by parts inside each element of a mesh with a quadrature rule of order N , to obtain⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Jjwj∂tq
N
j − ∫ N
Ωe
↔
f
N ⋅ ∇⃗φjdΩe + ∫ N
∂Ωe
fˆφjdS
e = 0,
−∫ N
Ωe
qN ∇⃗φjdΩe + ∫ N
∂Ωe
φjqˆn⃗dS
e = Jjwj↔g Nj
(4a)
(4b)
for each degree of freedom of each element. In (4), fˆ and qˆ are the numerical traces of the flux and the
solution, respectively, the functions φj are the so-called basis functions, the Jj are the Jacobians of the
geometry transformation the mesh is created with, and the wj are the weights of the quadrature rule. The
derivation of (4) is given in [11, 56]. However, for completeness, we include the derivation in our notation
in Appendix C.
Since (4) is valid for every degree of freedom of each element, it is possible to gather the contributions
of all degrees of freedom and write the nonlinear system
M
∂QN
∂t
+HN(QN) = 0, (5)
where M is the so-called mass matrix, QN is the vector that contains the solution on all the degrees of
freedom of the discretization, and HN(⋅) is a nonlinear operator that contains all the DGSEM operations.
We replace the time derivative in (5) by an implicit time integration scheme,
∂QN
∂t
← δQN
δt
(QNs+1,QNs ,⋯), (6)
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where the operator δQN /δt is a function of the solution on the next time step, QNs+1 (the unknown), the
current time step, QNs , and possibly previous time steps. Equation (5) can then be approximated as
M
δQN
δt
(QNs+1,QNs ,⋯) +HN(QNs+1) = 0, (7)
RN(QNs+1) = 0, (8)
where the nonlinear operator HN is evaluated on the unknown solution, QNs+1.
The system of nonlinear equations, (8), can be solved with Newton’s method. Using a Taylor expansion
and neglecting terms with high-order derivatives the problem yields
A∆QN = B, (9)
where A = ∂RN /∂QN(Q˜Ns+1) is the Jacobian matrix, B = −R(Q˜Ns+1) is the right-hand-side (RHS), and Q˜Ns+1
is an approximation to the unknown solution, QNs+1. Equation (9) is a linear system that must be solved
multiple times to obtain better approximations of Q˜Ns+1 ← Q˜Ns+1 +∆QN .
In following sections we derive the analytical expressions for the Jacobian matrix of a DGSEM discretiza-
tion. To do so, we part from the DGSEM discretization, (4), and linearize locally to obtain expressions that
depend linearly on ∆qN .
2.1.1. Advective Term Linearization
To facilitate the derivation of the advective terms of the Jacobian matrix, let us first consider the purely
advective equations with the temporal term (e.g. the compressible Euler equations of gas dynamics). The
first step is to linearize the advective flux using a Taylor expansion,
↔
f a(q) = ↔f a(q0) + ∂↔f a
∂q
∆q +O ((∆q)2) (10)
≈ ↔f a(q0) + Ja∆q, (11)
where Ja is the Jacobian of the advective flux evaluated at q0.
A linearized expression for the advective numerical flux of an internal interface can be obtained in the
same way, now taking into account that it depends on the solution on both sides of the interface,
fˆ a(q+,q−, n⃗)∣
∂Ω∖Γ = fˆ a(q+0 ,q−0 , n⃗) + ∂ fˆ
a
∂q+ ∆q+ + ∂ fˆ a∂q− ∆q− +O (max ((∆q+)2, (∆q−)2))≈ fˆ a(q+0 ,q−0 , n⃗) + fˆ aq+∆q+ + fˆ aq−∆q−. (12)
In (12), fˆ aq+ and fˆ aq− denote the Jacobians of the advective numerical flux function with respect to q+ and
q−, respectively, evaluated in q+0 and q−0 .
When the face of an element belongs to a physical domain boundary, ∂Ω ⊆ Γ, the solution on the outer
side of the face may depend on the solution on the inner side because of the boundary condition, q−(q+).
Therefore, the numerical flux function depends only on the solution on the inner side of the face, fˆ a(q+, n⃗).
As a consequence, (12) on a physical domain boundary is actually
fˆ a(q+, n⃗)∣
∂Ω∩Γ ≈ fˆ a(q+0 , n⃗) + (ˆf aq+ + fˆ aq−q−q+)∆q+, (13)
where q−q+ = ∂q−/∂q+ is the Jacobian of the Dirichlet boundary condition.
Inserting (11), (12) and (13) into (4a), we obtain
Jjwj∂tq
N
j + (−∫ N
Ωe
(Jaφ)r ⋅ ∇⃗φjdΩe + ∫ N
∂Ωe
fˆ aq+φrφjdS + ∫ N
∂Ωe∩Γ fˆ aq−q−q+φrφjdS)∆qNr
+ (∫ N
∂Ωe∖Γ fˆ aq−φ−rφjdS)∆qNr = bˆaj , (14)
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where we are using Einstein notation convention with the index r to simplify the expression. Note that
φ−r is the shape function that corresponds to the degree of freedom r of an external element (≠ e), qNr is
the solution state vector on that external degree of freedom r, and bˆaj is the advective contribution to the
right-hand-side that depends only on known values of the solution (qN0 ).
The first term of (14) contributes to the diagonal blocks of the Jacobian matrix and to the RHS, in
amounts that depend on the discretization of the time derivative, ∂tq
N
j . The second term of (14) contributes
to the diagonal blocks of the Jacobian matrix alone, as it multiplies the variation of the solution of the
element. Finally, the third term of (14) contributes to the off-diagonal blocks of the matrix, as it multiplies
the solution on neighbor elements.
2.1.2. Diffusive Term Linearization
We first consider (4a) without the time derivative and without the advective fluxes to facilitate the
analysis. Rewriting (4a) with the explicit dependencies for a compact scheme (see Appendix C) yields
∫ N
Ωe
↔
f ν(qN , ↔g N) ⋅ ∇⃗φjdΩe − ∫ N
∂Ωe
fˆν(q+, ∇⃗q+,q−, ∇⃗q−, n⃗)φjdΩe = 0, (15)
As for the advective terms, we start by obtaining a linearized version of the viscous flux, which now
depends on q and
↔
g ,
↔
f ν(q, ↔g ) = ↔f ν(q0, ↔g 0) + ∂↔f ν
∂q
∆q + ∂↔f ν
∂
↔
g
∆
↔
g +O (max ((∆q)2, (∆↔g )2))
≈ ↔f ν(q0, ↔g 0) + Jν∆q +G∆↔g , (16)
and a linearized version of the viscous numerical flux,
fˆν(q+, ∇⃗q+,q−, ∇⃗q−, n⃗) =ˆfν(q+0 , ∇⃗q+0 ,q−0 , ∇⃗q−0 , n⃗)
+ ∂ fˆν
∂q+∆q+ + ∂ fˆν∂∇⃗q+∆(∇⃗q+)
+ ∂ fˆν
∂q−∆q− + ∂ fˆν∂∇⃗q−∆(∇⃗q−) +O (max ((∆q+)2, (∆q−)2))≈ˆfν0 + fˆνq+∆q+ + fˆν∇⃗q+∆(∇⃗q+) + fˆνq−∆q− + fˆν∇⃗q−∆(∇⃗q−). (17)
Inserting (16) and (17) into (15), and again replacing the functions by the corresponding polynomial
expansions, yields
(∫ N
Ωe
(Jνφ)r ⋅ ∇⃗φjdΩe)∆qNr + (∫ N
Ωe
(Gφ)m ⋅ ∇⃗φjdΩe) ⋅∆↔g Nm
− (∫ N
∂Ωe∖Γ (ˆfνq+φr + fˆν∇⃗q+ ⋅ ∇⃗φr)φjdΩe + ∫ N∂Ωe∩Γ ( ∂ fˆνΓ∂q+φr + ∂ fˆνΓ∂∇⃗q+ ⋅ ∇⃗φr)φjdΩe)∆qNr
− (∫ N
∂Ωe∖Γ (ˆfνq−φ−r + fˆν∇⃗q−∇⃗φ−r)φjdΩe)∆qNr = bˆνj , (18)
where Einstein notation is again used for the indexes r and m. The Jacobian of the numerical fluxes on the
faces that belong to the physical boundaries, ∂Ωe ∩ Γ, can be expressed as
∂ fˆνΓ
∂q+ = fˆνq+ + fˆνq−q−q+ + fˆν∇⃗q−(∇⃗q−)q+ , and (19)
∂ fˆνΓ
∂∇⃗q+ = fˆν∇⃗q+ + fˆν∇⃗q−(∇⃗q−)∇⃗q+ , (20)
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where q−q+ is again the Jacobian of the Dirichlet boundary condition, and (∇⃗q−)q+ and (∇⃗q−)∇⃗q+ are the
Jacobians of the Neumann boundary condition.
Since we want an expression with linear dependencies on ∆qN to construct A, we now have to rewrite↔
g Nm in (18) with its dependencies on q
N . This can be done by performing the same local linearization
procedure on (4b). Since in all classical viscous numerical fluxes [55] qˆ is linear with respect to the solution
on both sides of the interface, q+ and q−, (4b) can be reduced to
Jmwm
↔
g Nm = (−∫ N
Ω
φr∇⃗φmdΩ + ∫ N
∂Ω
qˆq+φrφmn⃗dS + ∫ N
∂Ω∩Γ qˆq−q−q+φrφmn⃗dS)qNr
+ (∫ N
∂Ω∖Γ qˆq−φ−rφmn⃗dS)qNr . (21)
2.2. Static Condensation
The static-condensation method, or Guyan reduction [44], is a well-known technique to reduce the size
of linear systems that can be written in blocks as
[B C
D E
] [X1
X2
] = [F1
F2
] , (22)
where B ∈ Rn1×n1 , C ∈ Rn1×n2 , D ∈ Rn2×n1 , and E ∈ Rn2×n2 .
We start by performing block Gauss elimination, which can be summarized as multiplying the system
(22) on the left by the matrix [I −CE−1
0 I
] , (23)
to obtain [B −CE−1D 0
D E
] [X1
X2
] = [F1 −CE−1F2
F2
] . (24)
In (24), the system of equations for X1 is decoupled from the rest of the system with a block of zeros in
the upper off-diagonal. As a result, the original system can be solved in two steps:
1. Solve the statically-condensed system for X1,[B −CE−1D]X1 = F1 −CE−1F2, (25)
where the condensed matrix is also known as the Schur complement of the original global matrix.
2. Compute X2 as a function of X1,
X2 = E−1(F2 −DX1). (26)
This approach is computationally efficient if n1 is small and the matrix E is easily invertible. In fact, the
action of E−1 on a vector is needed in (25) to construct the statically condensed system matrix (n1 times,
i.e. the number of columns of D) and to construct the statically-condensed RHS (one time), and in (26) to
recover X2 (one time).
The static-condensation method has been applied to time-implicit Continuous Galerkin (CG) [45–47]
and Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) [48, 50, 51] methods, where the linear system is of the form
AQ = B. (27)
Note that the delta symbol is omitted for readability, ∆Q ← Q, which does not necessarily imply that we
are dealing with linear fluxes.
In Appendix D, we present a brief description of the state-of-the-art implementations of the static-
condensation method for CG and DG. Specifically, we describe the statically condensed method of Sherwin
et al. [48] and the HDG method [50, 51].
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3. Statically Condensed GL-DGSEM
We now show that the GL-DGSEM is suitable for static condensation. In Section 3.1, we analyze and
compare the Jacobian matrix sparsity patterns of the time-implicit G-DGSEM and GL-DGSEM. From this
analysis, it will follow that the linear systems for the DGSEM on Gauss-Lobatto points can be directly
organized as (24), where E is a block-diagonal matrix. Hence, static condensation can be directly and
efficiently applied to the GL-DGSEM. In Section 3.2, we analyze the properties of the statically condensed
GL-DGSEM system and detail its implementation.
3.1. Jacobian Sparsity Patterns
Following the methodology of Section 2.1, we first present the analysis for the advective terms and then
for the viscous terms.
The sparsity patterns of a seven-element 1D discretization of order N = 9 (Figure 1(a)) and an eight-
element 3D discretization of order N = 3 (Figure 1(b)) will be illustrated in this section.
  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(a) 1D mesh (b) 3D mesh
Figure 1: Meshes analyzed for sparsity patterns showing the element numbering.
3.1.1. Advective Terms
The entries of the Jacobian matrix are presented in (14) for a time-implicit DGSEM discretization of an
advective conservation law. From (14), it can be inferred that the advective off-diagonal term (ODTajr) that
corresponds to the degree of freedom j of the element e, and the degree of freedom r of a certain neighbor
element (i.e. the term that multiplies ∆q
N
r ), is
ODTajr = ∫ N
∂Ωe∖Γ fˆ aq−φ−rφjdSe. (28)
This term is guaranteed to be zero if the basis functions, φj or φ
−
r , are zero on the element interface.
As explained in Appendix C, if one uses Gauss nodes, all basis functions take nonzero values on the
element interfaces. Therefore, φj and φ
+
r always contribute to the surface integral (for any j and r). On the
other hand, if one uses Gauss-Lobatto nodes, only the basis functions that correspond to interface degrees
of freedom take nonzero values on the element interfaces. Therefore, φj and φ
+
r only contribute to ODT
a
jr if
j and r are degrees of freedom that sit on the element boundary. See Figure 13 for details on how the basis
functions look on the two node distributions.
The difference between the basis functions on Gauss and Gauss-Lobatto nodes causes different matrix
sparsity patterns for the two node distributions, which are illustrated in Figure 2 for the 1D mesh of Figure
1(a) and a scalar (ncons = 1) advection equation. Note that in the 1D DGSEM with Gauss nodes, all
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the degrees of freedom of a given element are coupled with the degrees of freedom of a neighbor element
through entries in the corresponding off-diagonal block. Contrarily, in the DGSEM with Gauss-Lobatto
nodes, only the boundary degrees of freedom are coupled through entries on the off-diagonal block. As
a result, the 1D GL-DGSEM matrix is almost block-diagonal (there is only one entry in each off-diagonal
block). Consequently, it is possible to reorganize the rows and columns that correspond to boundary degrees
of freedom, as in Continuous Galerkin methods (Appendix D.1), to obtain an equivalent linear system,
[Abb Aib
Abi Aii
] [Qb
Qi
] = [Bb
Bi
] , (29)
where Qb is the solution on the degrees of freedom that sit on the element boundaries (interfaces), and Qi
is the solution on the inner degrees of freedom. Moreover, Abb is the boundary-to-boundary matrix, Aib is
the interior-to-boundary matrix, Abi is the boundary-to-interior matrix, and Aii is the interior-to-interior
matrix. As in Continuous Galerkin methods, Aii is a block-diagonal matrix, which is inexpensive to invert
locally. Note that system (29) is equivalent to system (22), for
[B C
D E
]↔ [Abb Aib
Abi Aii
] , [X1
X2
]↔ [Qb
Qi
] , [F1
F2
]↔ [Bb
Bi
] , (30)
Figure 3 shows that a similar behavior is observed for the 3D mesh of Figure 1(b). In this context, the
sparsity patterns are also shown for a scalar PDE, where each pixel is an entry of the Jacobian matrix.
In multi-equation PDEs, the sparsity pattern is very similar, but each pixel would contain an ncons × ncons
matrix that is not necessarily dense. In 3D, the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks are no longer dense because
of the tensor-product basis expansions. This can be exploited to reduce the storage requirements, especially
for very high orders (N > 3).
In the 3D DGSEM with Gauss nodes, all the degrees of freedom of a given element are coupled (through
the off-diagonal block) to some degrees of freedom of the neighbor elements in a way that makes it impossible
to reorganize the system as (29), with Aii as a block-diagonal matrix. However, when Gauss-Lobatto nodes
are used and the matrix is reorganized, Aii is indeed a block-diagonal matrix since only the boundary degrees
of freedom are coupled with other boundary degrees of freedom.
3.1.2. Diffusive Terms
The Jacobian entries produced by the diffusive terms of the PDE are computed from (18) and (21). The
diffusive off-diagonal term (ODTνjr) that corresponds to the degree of freedom j of the element e, and the
degree of freedom r of a certain neighbor element (i.e. the term that multiplies ∆q
N
r ), is
ODTνjr = NDOFe∑
m=1 [ 1Jmwm (∫ NΩe Gmφm ⋅ ∇⃗φjdΩe) ⋅ (∫ N∂Ωe∖Γ φ−rφmn⃗dSe)]− ∫ N
∂Ωe∖Γ (ˆfνq−φ−r + fˆν∇⃗q−∇⃗φ−r)φjdΩe. (31)
It is evident that (31) generates much denser off-diagonal blocks than the ones obtained for the advective
terms. As a matter of fact, at first sight one could think that static condensation is not applicable to the
time-implicit GL-DGSEM when diffusive terms are present. However, it is indeed, as can be observed in
Figure 4, which shows the resulting sparsity patterns for the 1D mesh of Figure 1(a).
The 1D sparsity pattern for the DGSEM on Gauss nodes is the same as in the advective case, but
there are substantial differences when Gauss-Lobatto nodes are used. To begin, the first term of (31) takes
nonzero values for any degree of freedom j of the element that is being analyzed, if and only if r corresponds
to a boundary degree of freedom of a neighbor element, i.e. when φ−r ≠ 0. Moreover, the second term takes
nonzero values for any r, if and only if φj ≠ 0, i.e. for a boundary degree of freedom of the analyzed element.
As a result, a whole row and a whole column of each off-diagonal block of the 1D system matrix are filled
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(a) G-DGSEM (b) GL-DGSEM
Figure 2: Sparsity patterns of system matrices for 1D scalar advective equations on the mesh of Figure 1(a).
(a) G-DGSEM (b) GL-DGSEM
Figure 3: Sparsity patterns of system matrices for 3D scalar advective equations on the mesh of Figure 1(b).
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(a) G-DGSEM (b) GL-DGSEM
Figure 4: Sparsity patterns of system matrices for 1D advection-diffusion scalar equations on the mesh of Figure 1(a).
(a) G-DGSEM (b) GL-DGSEM
Figure 5: Sparsity patterns of system matrices for 3D advection-diffusion scalar equations on the mesh of Figure 1(b).
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with nonzero values. These blocks are indeed denser than in the advective case, but the static-condensation
method can still be applied with the same row/column reordering.
The 3D discretization is more complex than the 1D, but it retains similar properties. Figure 5 shows the
sparsity pattern that is produced by the time-implicit DGSEM discretization of a scalar nonlinear advection-
diffusion equation in the 3D mesh of Figure 1(b). As can be seen, both the diagonal and off-diagonal blocks
are sparse because of the tensor-product basis expansions, but they are much denser than in the purely
advective case. This is a consequence of the additional spatial derivatives. Moreover, it is again impossible
to reorder the G-DGSEM matrix of Figure 5(a) to obtain a block-diagonal Aii matrix. In contrast, the
matrix resulting from the Gauss-Lobatto discretization (Figure 5(b)) is suitable for static condensation.
This is clearly seen from the appearance of some off-diagonal blocks, like the ones connecting elements 1-3
or 1-5. However, the off-diagonal blocks that connect elements 1-2 or 3-4 seem to have a more complicated
sparsity pattern that does not allow to obtain block-diagonal matrices when reordering. This is just an
artifice of the plotting. In fact, a detailed view of the part of the Jacobian that corresponds to elements 1
and 2 (Figure 6) reveals that only some of the degrees of freedom are coupled in the Gauss-Lobatto DGSEM.
(a) G-DGSEM (b) GL-DGSEM
Figure 6: Detail of the Jacobian blocks corresponding to elements 1 and 2.
In summary, the off-diagonal blocks of a GL-DGSEM discretization only take nonzero values if
• j and r correspond to boundary degrees of freedom (advective case), or
• j or r correspond to boundary degrees of freedom (diffusive case).
In either case, the system can be reorganized as a Schur complement problem with Aii being a block-
diagonal matrix.
We remark that, although the analysis of this section was made for the traditional GL-DGSEM, it can
be easily extended to the split-form GL-DGSEM as the resulting sparsity pattern of the off-diagonal blocks
is the same.
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3.2. Analysis and Implementation
As was shown in previous section, the linear system resulting from the GL-DGSEM discretization of an
advection, diffusion or advection-diffusion conservation law can be reorganized and condensed to obtain a
new system of the form,
[Abb −AibA−1ii Abi 0
Abi Aii
] [Qb
Qi
] = [Bb −AibA−1ii Bi
Bi
] , (32)
where Aii is a block-diagonal matrix. In addition, as was shown in Section 2.2, this new linear system can
be solved in two steps: the linear solve of the condensed system and the reconstruction of the solution on
the inner degrees of freedom.
The construction of the condensed system is graphically represented in Figure 7 for the simple 3D mesh
of Figure 1(b) and for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (ncons = 5).
A few remarks can be made.
• The blocks of matrix Aii keep the tensor-product sparsity and the whole matrix can be inverted locally
(element by element).
• The condensed matrix keeps the diagonal dominance with a seemingly denser structure.
• The condensed system matrix exhibits element connectivities that were not spotted in the global
matrices of last section: In spite of the use of a compact viscous numerical flux, there are off-diagonal
entries that suggest a neighbors of neighbors coupling. This behavior is not observed in the purely
advective case (not shown here).
−
−1
=
1E-04 1E-03 1E-02 1E-01 1E+00 1E+01 1E+02 1E+03
Entry Magnitude
Figure 7: Matrix condensation operations for the 3D Navier-Stokes (ncons = 5) case: Abb −AibA−1ii Abi = AC . Every pixel
corresponds to a matrix entry.
The ratio of the condensed system size (n1) to the global system size (n1 + n2) is a function of the
polynomial order. Supposing a p-isotropic discretization and no physical boundaries, the ratio is
n1
n1 + n2 ∣max = (N + 1)
d − (N − 1)d(N + 1)d , (33)
where d is the number of dimensions of the problem. Table 1 shows the specific equations for 1 ≤ d ≤ 3. Note
that an advantage in the system size is only observed for N > 1.
When the simulation domain contains physical boundaries, the ratio of the condensed system size to the
global system size can be lower than the value in (33). Namely, from (28) and (31) it can be inferred that
the degrees of freedom on physical boundaries do not contribute to the off-diagonal blocks and, therefore,
it is not necessary to include them in the Qb vector. The ratio that is obtained by including the degrees of
freedom on physical boundaries in the vector Qi is called in this work the achievable ratio. The achievable
ratio is a problem-dependent quantity that is a function of how many element boundaries correspond to
physical boundaries.
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Table 1: Ratio of condensed system size to global system size
d = 1 2 3
n1
n1 + n2 2N + 1 4N(N + 1)2 6N2 + 2(N + 1)3
Figure 8 shows the ratio of the condensed system size to the global system size as a function of the poly-
nomial order for p-isotropic discretizations in every element of the d = 3 mesh of Figure 1(b). As expected,
the static-condensation method provides increasing advantages as the polynomial order is incremented. The
worst-case scenario corresponds to the theoretical ratio that is computed with (33), supposing that the
degrees of freedom on element boundaries are not condensed into Qi. As can be seen, the achievable ratio
is much lower than the worst-case scenario in this particular example.
Worst-case scenario
Achievable ratio
Figure 8: Ratio of condensed system size to global system size (3D diffuser example).
In the following section, a numerical example is presented that was obtained using an implementation of
the static-condensation method for the GL-DGSEM. The Jacobian is computed analytically following the
derivations of Section 2.1 and stored in four matrices that correspond to Aii, Abi, Aib and Abb. To do
that, the mesh connectivities are preprocessed to obtain appropriate permutation indexes for each degree
of freedom. The matrices Abi, Aib and Abb are stored in sparse CSR formats and the blocks of Aii are
stored as dense matrices. The matrix-matrix multiplications are performed with the routines provided by
the BLAS libraries [57] and the individual blocks of Aii are inverted using the LU decomposition routines
of the LAPACK [58] library with no regard of the tensor-product properties.
4. Numerical Example
In this section, we test the computational performance of the statically condensed time-implicit GL-
DGSEM and compare it with the global (not statically condensed) time-implicit GL-DGSEM and a time-
explicit GL-DGSEM. The flow past a cylinder at Re∞ = 30 and Ma∞ = 0.2 is simulated using polynomial
orders that range between N = 3 and N = 7. The Lax-Friedrichs flux is used as the advective numerical
flux, fˆ a, and the symmetric interior penalty method is used as the diffusive numerical flux, fˆν and qˆ. All
simulations were run on a 20-core Intel(R) CPU 0000 @ 2.20GHz, and the Jacobians of the time-implicit
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simulations were computed analytically. Figure 9 shows the horizontal velocity contours and the mesh used
for this test case.
Figure 9: Cylinder test case.
The time-explicit simulations use the Willamson’s low-storage 3rd order Runge-Kutta method [59] as
the time-marching scheme, where the time step is dynamically adapted according to the CFL condition [12].
The time-implicit simulations use a BDF1 (backward Euler) scheme where the time-step size is fixed to
∆t = 1 for simplicity, which corresponds to an approximate CFL of O(103). In each case, the linear system
(condensed and not) that results from the Newton linearized BDF1+DGSEM discretization is solved using
the implementation of the parallel direct sparse solver (PARDISO) that is present in Intel’s Math Kernel
Library (MKL).
All simulations are restarted from an N = 3 approximation after 104 explicit RK3 time steps are taken,
which is in turn started from a uniform flow condition. The main reason is that that number of explicit
time steps is computationally cheap to compute and that, after those 104 time steps, the flow conditions
are evolved enough to provide a Jacobian matrix that can be computed once and reused for multiple solves.
If the implicit simulations were started from a uniform flow condition, the Jacobian matrix would have
to be computed several times at the beginning of the simulation, masking the performance of the implicit
time-integration method. All simulations are time-marched until reaching steady-state, which is assumed
when the residual is ∥M−1H∥∞ ≤ 10−9.
Figure 10 shows the evolution of the residual as a function of the elapsed CPU-time for the simulations
of order N = 3, N = 5 and N = 7. Solid lines represent the purely explicit simulations (RK3), dashed lines
are the implicit simulations solved globally (BDF1), and dotted lines are the implicit simulations solved with
the static-condensation method (BDF1 + Static Condensation). The convergence rate of the purely explicit
simulations is very low, specially at high polynomial orders. In fact, the time-implicit methods are faster for
all cases. It is also noteworthy that there is a sudden increase in the residual after the high-order simulations
are restarted from the N = 3 approximation. This increase corresponds to the unresolved high-order modes
of the N = 3 approximation.
As can be seen in Figure 10, there is a plateau after the sudden residual increase in the implicit simula-
tions, which mainly corresponds to the Jacobian factorization times. The Jacobian computation time also
adds to the plateau, but it is negligible with respect to the computational cost of the LU decomposition.
Table 2 shows the performance of the statically condensed and globally solved simulations with respect
to the explicit simulations. It can be seen that speed-ups can be achieved with both methods, but that the
statically condensed simulations excel when the polynomial order is increased. The speed-up is as high as
207.8 for N = 7 with respect to the explicit method, which is about three times faster than the implicit
method that solves the global system.
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RK3 BDF1 BDF1 + S.C.
N = 3
N = 5
N = 7
Figure 10: Residual norm vs. CPU-time for the cylinder flow at Re∞ = 30. Solid lines represent the purely explicit simulations
(RK3), dashed lines are the implicit simulations solved globally (BDF1), and dotted lines are the implicit simulations solved
with the static-condensation method (BDF1 + Static Condensation).
Table 2: Computation times and achieved speed-ups for implicit methods
BDF1 BDF1 + Static Condensation
N CPU-Time(s) Speed-up1 CPU-Time(s) Speed-up1 Speed-up2
3 537.9 22.9 521.1 23.7 1.032
5 2093.9 61.9 958.4 135.2 2.185
7 5264.7 70.7 1790.1 207.8 2.941
1 With respect to the explicit (RK3) simulation
2 With respect to the implicit (BDF1) full Jacobian simulation
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The statically condensed simulations are computationally more efficient than their globally solved coun-
terparts. Namely, the extra computational resources that are needed for the condensation operations are
rewarded with shorter computation times. As can be seen in Table 3, it is more expensive to factorize
the global Jacobian matrix than to statically condense it (i.e. to obtain the Schur complement) and then
factorize it. The main reason is that the traditional LU factorization requires around O(n3/3) operations
[60]. Although these operations are performed only once at the beginning of the simulation, a significant
computational advantage is appreciated.
Table 3: Computation times in seconds for the operations that are performed once at the beginning of the simulation.
BDF1 BDF1 + Static Condensation
N LU factorization LU factorization Matrix cond. operations
3 38.83 34.01 1.78
5 148.22 95.47 13.95
7 370.26 209.04 71.59
The operations that are performed multiple times throughout the simulation are also cheaper for the
statically condensed system. Table 4 shows that the LU solve (a forward and backward substitution used to
obtain the solution of the linear system) is cheaper for the statically condensed system than for the global
system. The reason is that around O(n2/2) operations are required for this operation [60]. In fact, the
combined computational times of solving the condensed system and computing the condensed right hand
sides of (25) and (26) are shorter than the single LU solve for the global system. As a result, the convergence
rate, η, has a greater magnitude in the static condensation simulations. The convergence rate is computed
from the data in Figure 10 as the slope of the curves in the final part of the simulation,
η = ∂ log ∥M−1H∥∞
∂τ
, (34)
where τ is the computational time.
A further advantage of using static condensation is that the statically condensed system, besides being
smaller in size, is better conditioned than the original global system. This behavior was observed by Sherwin
et al [48] for their statically condensed DG method, and is shown in Figure 11 for the system matrices
that come from the time-implicit GL-DGSEM discretization of the flow past a cylinder at Re∞ = 30 and
Ma∞ = 0.2.
The L2 condition number of the Jacobian matrices was approximated as the ratio of the largest and
smallest eigenvalues, which were estimated using the shift-and-invert algorithm for sparse matrices that is
implemented in the ARPACK library [61]. In the example presented here, the maximum eigenvalue of the
global and the statically condensed systems are very close. The condition number of the latter is smaller,
mainly because the minimum eigenvalue is moved to the left (away from the complex plane origin).
The lower condition number of the statically condensed linear systems suggests that the static-condensation
method may also improve the convergence rate when using Krylov subspace linear solvers. In fact, the con-
vergence rate of a Krylov subspace method is directly related to the spectrum of the linear operator [62].
Table 4: Average CPU-times per time-step for the operations that are computed multiple times during the simulation, and
resulting convergence rate.
BDF1 BDF1 + Static Condensation
N LU solve time(s) η LU solve time(s) Cond. Op. time(s) ηS.C. ηS.C/η
3 0.7160 -0.0361 0.5925 0.0302 -0.0386 1.07
5 5.9638 -0.0048 1.5634 0.2123 -0.0142 2.94
7 16.6578 -0.0017 2.7071 0.9829 -0.0066 3.92
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Global system
Statically condensed system
Figure 11: L2 condition number of the system matrix for the global system and the statically condensed one.
We next solve the linear system that arises in the cylinder test with the GMRES solver that is imple-
mented in the PETSc library [63], and a simple point Jacobi preconditioner. Figure 12 shows the linear
system residual as a function of the GMRES iterations for polynomial orders N = 3 and N = 5. When a
time step starts to be solved, a large increase in the linear system residual is exhibited, and every time a
new Newton iteration starts there is a small increase in the linear system residual.
As can be seen in Figure 12(a), the N = 3 statically condensed simulation takes several time steps while
the globally solved one fails to converge the Newton method and reaches the maximum number of iterations
allowed before starting the next time step. This behavior is even more pronounced in the N = 5 simulation,
where the statically condensed simulation advances while the globally solved one diverges.
All in all, although a simple preconditioner is used (the point Jacobi preconditioner is known to be
sub-optimal for high-order methods [64, 65]), the test shows that statically condensing the GL-DGSEM has
a very positive impact in the convergence rate when using GMRES for the selected test case.
Global system
Static-condensation
(a) N = 3
Global system
Static-condensation
(b) N = 5
Figure 12: Performance of the static-condensation method with a GMRES solver.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown that the DGSEM with Gauss-Lobatto nodes can be directly formulated
as a Schur complement problem and solved in an efficient manner using static condensation, where the
matrix that needs to be inverted to obtain the Schur complement is block-diagonal. As a result, a statically
condensed GL-DGSEM is presented that does not impose constraints on the choice of the basis functions
or the form of the numerical fluxes (as do other statically condensed DG methods, such as Sherwin’s [48] or
HDG [50]).
It is shown, by means of a numerical example with the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, that static
condensation may produce speed-ups of up to 200 when compared to the time-explicit GL-DGSEM, and
speed-ups of up to three when compared with the time-implicit GL-DGSEM that solves the global system
directly.
In addition, the statically condensed matrices of the examples presented are better conditioned than the
global matrices from which they are constructed. As a result, we can conclude that statically condensing
the system provides robustness to the implicit time-discretization of the GL-DGSEM.
These findings constitute a further advantage of using GL-DGSEM over G-DGSEM. In summary, GL-
DGSEM is computationally cheaper, simpler to implement, enables the formulation of provably stable
uncrashable schemes (as long as positivity is satisfied in nonlinear problems), allows larger time steps in
time-explicit discretizations, enables unified formulations of certain viscous numerical fluxes, and we have
now shown that it can be used to formulate a statically condensed DG method.
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Appendices
A. Notation
We adopt the notation of [23, 54] to work with vectors of different nature. Spatial vectors are noted with
an arrow on top (e.g. x⃗ = (x, y, z) ∈ R3), state vectors are noted in bold (e.g. q = (ρ, ρv⃗, ρE)T ), and block
vectors, which contain a state vector in every spatial direction, are noted as
↔
f = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f1
f2
f3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = f1 ıˆ + f2ˆ + f3kˆ. (35)
Moreover, we note generic vectors with a bold uppercase letter. For instance, a vector that contains the
state variables in all degrees of freedom is noted as Q = [q1,q2,⋯,qNDOF]T , where NDOF is the number of
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degrees of freedom.
The gradient of a state vector is a block vector:
∇⃗q = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂xq
∂yq
∂zq
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = ∂xqıˆ + ∂yqˆ + ∂zqkˆ, (36)
and the gradient of a spatial vector can be represented as a second order tensor, which can be written in
matrix form using the outer product as
L = ∇⃗v⃗ = (∇⃗ ⊗ v⃗)T = (∇⃗v⃗T )T = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂v1
∂x
∂v1
∂y
∂v1
∂z
∂v2
∂x
∂v2
∂y
∂v2
∂z
∂v3
∂x
∂v3
∂y
∂v3
∂z
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (37)
The underline is used throughout this work for second order tensors and matrices.
Third order tensors are noted with a double underline, e.g. the flux derivative with respect to q can be
expressed as
∂
↔
f
∂q
= J = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
J1
J2
J3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂f1
∂q
∂f2
∂q
∂f3
∂q
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (38)
Similarly, fourth order tensors are noted with a triple underline. For example, the derivative of the flux
with respect to ∇⃗q can be written as
∂
↔
f
∂(∇⃗q) =G =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
G1
G2
G3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂f1
∂(∇⃗q)
∂f2
∂(∇⃗q)
∂f3
∂(∇⃗q)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂f1
∂(∂xq) ∂f1∂(∂yq) ∂f1∂(∂zq)
∂f2
∂(∂xq) ∂f2∂(∂yq) ∂f2∂(∂zq)
∂f3
∂(∂xq) ∂f3∂(∂yq) ∂f3∂(∂zq)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
G11 G12 G13
G21 G22 G23
G31 G32 G33
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (39)
The dot (inner) product of two block vectors is a scalar,
↔
f ⋅ ↔g = d∑
i=1 fi ⋅ gi,= d∑i=1 fTi gi. (40)
Moreover, the dot product of a spatial vector with a block vector is a state vector,
v⃗ ⋅↔f = d∑
i=1 vifi, ∇⃗ ⋅↔f = d∑i=1∂ifi. (41)
Finally, the product of a third order tensor by a state vector is a block vector,
Jq = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
J1
J2
J3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦q =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
J1q
J2q
J3q
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (42)
and the product of a fourth order tensor of d columns by a block vector is also a block vector, for example,
G
↔
g =G∇⃗q = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
G11 G12 G13
G21 G22 G23
G31 G32 G33
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g1
g2
g3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
G11g1 +G12g2 +G13g3
G21g1 +G22g2 +G23g3
G31g1 +G32g2 +G33g3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (43)
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B. The Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations
The compressible Navier-Stokes equations in conservative form can be written in nondimensional form
as
∂tq + ∇⃗ ⋅ (↔f a −↔f ν) = s, (44)
where the conserved quantities are the mass, momentum and energy (per unit of volume), q = [ρ, ρv⃗, ρE]T ,
s is an external source term, and
↔
f a and
↔
f ν are the advective and diffusive flux block vectors, respectively.
The Euler equations of gas dynamics are defined in the same way, but omitting the viscous flux. The flux
tensors can be written in compact form as
↔
f a(q) = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ρv⃗
ρv⃗ ⊗ v⃗ + Ip
v⃗(ρE + p)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
↔
f ν(q, ∇⃗q) = 1
Re∞
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0⃗
τ
τ v⃗ + κ∇⃗T
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (45)
Here, ρ is the fluid’s density, v⃗ is the velocity vector, p is the (static) pressure, E is specific the total
energy (internal energy plus kinetic energy), τ is the stress tensor, T is the temperature, Re∞ is the reference
Reynolds number, and κ is a non-dimensional thermal conductivity.
The nondimensionalization is performed using reference values for the density (ρ∞), velocity (V∞), length
(L∞), dynamic viscosity (µ∞), and temperature (T∞), which give the definition of the Reynolds number,
Re∞ = V∞L∞ρ∞/µ∞, (46)
and of the nondimensional thermal conductivity,
κ = µ(γ − 1)Pr Ma∞ , (47)
where γ = cp/cv is the heat capacity ratio, cp and cv are the heat capacities at constant pressure and
constant volume, respectively, Ma∞ = V∞/c∞ is the reference Mach number, c = √γp/ρ is the speed of
sound, Pr = cpµ/κth is the Prandtl number (assumed to be constant), and κth is the thermal conductivity
of the fluid.
The pressure, p, is computed using the calorically perfect gas approximation,
p = (γ − 1)ρe, (48)
where e = E − ∥v⃗∥2 /2 is the specific internal energy, and the stress tensor is computed using the Stokes
hypothesis,
τ = µ ((∇⃗v⃗)T + ∇⃗v⃗) − λ∇⃗ ⋅ v⃗I, (49)
with λ = − 2
3
µ the bulk viscosity coefficient and I a 3×3 identity matrix. In this paper, we choose the typical
parameters for air: Pr = 0.72, γ = 1.4, while µ is calculated using Sutherland law,
µ = 1 + Tsuth/T∞
T + Tsuth/T∞T 32 (50)
where Tsuth = 110.4K is the Sutherland’s temperature.
For three dimensional flows, v⃗ = [u, v,w]T , the compressible Navier-Stokes equations imply the conser-
vation of q = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE]T under the influence of the advective fluxes,
f a1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ρu
p + ρu2
ρuv
ρuw
u(ρE + p)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, f a2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ρv
ρuv
p + ρv2
ρvw
v(ρE + p)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, f a3 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ρw
ρuw
ρvw
p + ρw2
w(ρE + p)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (51)
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and the diffusive fluxes,
f ν1 = 1Re∞
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
τxx
τxy
τxz
viτ1i + κ∂xT
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, f ν2 = 1Re∞
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
τyx
τyy
τyz
viτ2i + κ∂yT
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, f ν3 = 1Re∞
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
τzx
τzy
τzz
viτ3i + κ∂zT
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (52)
B.1. Jacobians
This section contains the flux Jacobians for the 3D compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
B.1.1. Advective Flux
The derivative of the advective flux with respect to the conserved state is the third order tensor,
Ja(q) = ∂↔f a
∂q
(53)
whose components are:
Ja1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0 0−u2 + 1
2
+ (γ − 1) ∥v⃗∥2 (3 − γ)u −(γ − 1)v −(γ − 1)w (γ − 1)−uv v u 0 0−uw w 0 u 0
u ( 1
2
(γ − 1) ∥v⃗∥2 −H) H − (γ − 1)u2 −(γ − 1)uv −(γ − 1)uw γu
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (54)
Ja2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1 0 0−uv v u 0 0−v2 + 1
2
+ (γ − 1) ∥v⃗∥2 −(γ − 1)u (3 − γ)v −(γ − 1)w (γ − 1)−vw 0 w v 0
v ( 1
2
(γ − 1) ∥v⃗∥2 −H) −(γ − 1)uv H − (γ − 1)v2 −(γ − 1)vw γv
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (55)
Ja3 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 1 0−uw w 0 u 0−vw 0 w v 0−w2 + 1
2
+ (γ − 1) ∥v⃗∥2 −(γ − 1)u −(γ − 1)v (3 − γ)w (γ − 1)
w ( 1
2
(γ − 1) ∥v⃗∥2 −H) −(γ − 1)uw −(γ − 1)vw H − (γ − 1)w2 γw
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (56)
where H is the specific stagnation enthalpy:
H = E + p
ρ
(57)
B.1.2. Viscous Flux
Since the viscous flux,
↔
f ν(q, ∇⃗q), depends on both the conserved variables, q, and their gradients, ∇⃗q,
it will be useful to define two kinds of gradients, J and G.
Let us first consider the Jacobian with respect to ∇⃗q, when q is constant. The viscous flux of the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations has a linear dependence on ∇⃗q, such that,
↔
f ν(q, ∇⃗q) =Gij(q) ∂q∂xj ıˆi. (58)
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Here, the matrices Gij are components of the fourth order tensor,
G(q) = ∂↔f ν
∂(∇⃗q) ∣q=const. (59)
The Jacobians for the flux in the x-direction are,
G11 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0− 4
3
u 4
3
0 0 0−v 0 1 0 0−w 0 0 1 0−( 1
3
u2 + ∥v⃗∥2 + γ
Pr
(E − ∥v⃗∥2)) u( 4
3
− γ
Pr
) v(1 − γ
Pr
) w(1 − γ
Pr
) γ
Pr
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (60)
G12 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0
2
3
v 0 − 2
3
0 0−u 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0− 1
3
uv v − 2
3
u 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,G13 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0
2
3
w 0 0 − 2
3
0
0 0 0 0 0−u 1 0 0 0− 1
3
uw w 0 − 2
3
u 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (61)
the Jacobians for the flux in the y-direction are:
G22 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0−u 1 0 0 0− 4
3
v 0 4
3
0 0−w 0 0 1 0−( 1
3
v2 + ∥v⃗∥2 + γ
Pr
(E − ∥v⃗∥2)) u(1 − γ
Pr
) v( 4
3
− γ
Pr
) w(1 − γ
Pr
) γ
Pr
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (62)
G21 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0−v 0 1 0 0
2
3
u − 2
3
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0− 1
3
uv − 2
3
v u 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,G23 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
2
3
w 0 0 − 2
3
0−v 0 1 0 0− 1
3
vw 0 w − 2
3
v 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (63)
and the Jacobians for the flux in the z-direction are,
G31 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0−w 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
2
3
u − 2
3
0 0 0− 1
3
uw − 2
3
w 0 u 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,G32 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0−w 0 0 1 0
2
3
v 0 − 2
3
0 0− 1
3
vw 0 − 2
3
w v 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (64)
G33 = µρRe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0−u 1 0 0 0−v 0 1 0 0− 4
3
w 0 0 4
3
0−( 1
3
w2 + ∥v⃗∥2 + γ
Pr
(E − ∥v⃗∥2)) u(1 − γ
Pr
) v(1 − γ
Pr
) w( 4
3
− γ
Pr
) γ
Pr
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (65)
On the other hand, the Jacobian with respect to q is the third order tensor,
Jν(q, ∇⃗q) = ∂↔f ν
∂q
∣∇⃗q=const, (66)
which is defined in terms of the derivative of Sutherland’s law,
∂µ
∂q
= 1 + Tsuth/T∞
T + Tsuth/T∞√T (32 − TT + Tsuth/T∞ ) ∂T∂q , (67)
26
where
∂T
∂q
= [∥v⃗∥2 −E −u −v −w 1] . (68)
The components of Jν are written in equations (69), (70) and (71).
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Jν1 = µρ2Re∞
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0
2λ (ρ∇⃗ ⋅ v⃗ − v⃗ ⋅ ∇⃗ρ) + 2 (uρx − ρux) −4λρx 2λρy 2λρz 0
uρy + vρx − ρ (uy + vx) −ρy −ρx 0 0
uρz +wρx − ρ (uz +wx) −ρz 0 −ρx 0(1− γPr )(∥v⃗∥2ρx−2ρv⃗⋅v⃗x)+λu(4ρ∇⃗⋅v⃗+v⃗⋅∇⃗ρ)−2ρv⃗⋅∇⃗u+ γPr (Eρx−ρEx) −u(λ− γPr )ρx+ρ(2− γPr )ux−v⃗⋅∇⃗ρ−2λρ∇⃗⋅v⃗ (1− γPr )(ρvx−vρx)+ρuy+2λuρy (1− γPr )(ρwx−wρx)+ρuz+2λuρz − γPrρx
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ f ν1 ⊗ ∂µ∂q , (69)
Jν2 = µρ2Re∞
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0
vρx + uρy − ρ (vx + uy) −ρy −ρx 0 0
2λ (ρ∇⃗ ⋅ v⃗ − v⃗ ⋅ ∇⃗ρ) + 2 (vρy − ρvy) 2λρx −4λρy 2λρz 0
vρz +wρy − ρ (vz +wy) 0 −ρz −ρy 0(1− γPr )(∥v⃗∥2ρy−2ρv⃗⋅v⃗y)+λv(4ρ∇⃗⋅v⃗+v⃗⋅∇⃗ρ)−2ρv⃗⋅∇⃗v+ γPr (Eρy−ρEy) (1− γPr )(ρuy−uρy)+ρvx+2λvρx −v(λ− γPr )ρy+ρ(2− γPr )vy−v⃗⋅∇⃗ρ−2λρ∇⃗⋅v⃗ (1− γPr )(ρwy−wρy)+ρvz+2λvρz − γPrρy
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ f ν2 ⊗ ∂µ∂q , (70)
Jν3 = µρ2Re∞
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0
wρx + uρz − ρ (wx + uz) −ρz 0 −ρx 0
wρy + vρz − ρ (wy + vz) 0 −ρz −ρy 0
2λ (ρ∇⃗ ⋅ v⃗ − v⃗ ⋅ ∇⃗ρ) + 2 (wρz − ρwz) 2λρx 2λρy −4λρz 0(1− γPr )(∥v⃗∥2ρz−2ρv⃗⋅v⃗z)+λw(4ρ∇⃗⋅v⃗+v⃗⋅∇⃗ρ)−2ρv⃗⋅∇⃗w+ γPr (Eρz−ρEz) (1− γPr )(ρuz−uρz)+ρwx+2λwρx (1− γPr )(ρvz−vρz)+ρwy+2λwρy −w(λ− γPr )ρz+ρ(2− γPr )wz−v⃗⋅∇⃗ρ−2λρ∇⃗⋅v⃗ − γPrρz
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ f ν3 ⊗ ∂µ∂q . (71)28
C. The Discontinuous Galerkin Spectral Element Method
In this section, we obtain the DGSEM discretization of the advection-diffusion system, (3),⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∂tq + ∇⃗ ⋅ (
↔
f a(q) −↔f ν(q, ↔g )) = 0 , in Ω,∇⃗q = ↔g , in Ω. (72a)(72b)
We start by multiplying (72a) by an arbitrary and smooth test function, v, and integrating by parts over
the domain, Ω, ∫
Ω
∂tq ⋅ vdΩ − ∫
Ω
↔
f ⋅ ∇⃗vdΩ + ∫
∂Ω
(↔f ⋅ n⃗) ⋅ vdS = 0, (73)
where n⃗ is the normal unit vector on the boundary ∂Ω.
Let the domain Ω be approximated by a tessellation T = {e}, i.e. a combination of K spectral elements
e of domain Ωe and boundary ∂Ωe. Moreover, let q,
↔
f and v be approximated by piece-wise polynomial
functions qN ,
↔
f N and vN (which are continuous in each element) defined in the space of L2 functions
V N = {vN ∈ L2(Ω) ∶ vN ∣Ωe ∈PN(Ωe) ∀ Ωe ∈ T }, (74)
where PN(Ωe) is the space of polynomials of degree at most N defined in Ωe, the domain of element e.
Since the functions in V N may be discontinuous at element interfaces, the quantity
↔
f N ⋅n⃗ is not uniquely
defined at the element traces. Therefore, it is replaced by a numerical flux function,
↔
f N ⋅ n⃗← fˆ = fˆa − fˆν , (75)
which allows one to uniquely define the flux at the element interfaces and to weakly prescribe the boundary
data as a function of the normal vector and the state on both sides of the boundary/interface. Equation
(73) can then be rewritten for each element as
∫
Ωe
∂tq
N ⋅ vNdΩe − ∫
Ωe
↔
f
N ⋅ ∇⃗vNdΩe + ∫
∂Ωe
fˆ ⋅ vNdSe = 0. (76)
The quantities qN , vN and
↔
f N belong to the polynomial space V N . Therefore, it is possible to represent
them inside every element as a linear combination of basis functions, φj ∈PN(Ωe), so that
qN ∣Ωe = NDOFe∑
j=1 qNj φj(x), vN ∣Ωe = NDOF
e∑
j=1 vNj φj(x), ↔f N ∣Ωe = NDOF
e∑
j=1
↔
f Nj φj(x), (77)
where the (spatial) number of degrees of freedom (NDOF) in hexahedral elements depends on the polynomial
order of the approximation, NDOFe = (N + 1)d, where d is the number of spatial dimensions.
Since the test function vN is an arbitrary polynomial, (76) must hold for every basis function φj .
Therefore, the DG discretization of (72a) becomes
∫
Ωe
∂tq
NφjdΩ
e − ∫
Ωe
↔
f
N ⋅ ∇⃗φjdΩe + ∫
∂Ωe
fˆφjdS
e = 0, (78)
Following a similar procedure, we can obtain the DG discretization of (72b) as
∫
Ωe
↔
g NφjdΩ
e = −∫
Ωe
qN ∇⃗φjdΩe + ∫
∂Ωe
φjqˆn⃗dS
e (79)
where qˆ is a numerical flux (actually the numerical trace of the solution) that corresponds to the interface
value assumed by the state vector q. Note that in the notation used here, the definition of the numerical
trace of q does not include the action of the normal vector.
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The advective numerical flux, fˆ a(q+,q−, n⃗), is a function of the normal vector to the surface ∂Ωe, n⃗, of
the discrete solution on element e,
q+ = NDOFe∑
j=1 qNj φj , (80)
and of the outer solution, q−, which can be a Dirichlet boundary condition that depends on the inner state,
q−(q+), or the discrete solution on a neighbor element,
q− = NDOFe∑
j=1 q
N
j φ
−
j , (81)
where the quantities q
N
j , φ
−
j and NDOF
e correspond to the coefficients of the solution, the values of the
basis functions, and the number of degrees of freedom on a neighbor element, respectively. Several advective
numerical fluxes are available in the finite volume literature [66].
When solving advection-diffusion PDEs, such as the Navier-Stokes equations, we also need a way to
define the numerical trace of the solution, qˆ, and the diffusive numerical flux, fˆν . The former usually has
a linear dependency on the solution on both sides of the interface [55], qˆ(q+,q−), and the latter can be
classified as compact or non-compact depending on its dependencies.
The diffusive numerical flux is said to be compact if, besides depending on q+, q− and n⃗, it also depends
on the local gradients of the discrete solution on both sides of the surface ∂Ωe,
fˆν = fˆν(q+, ∇⃗q+,q−, ∇⃗q−, n⃗). (82)
Several compact fluxes are available in the literature, such as the Interior Penalty (IP) flux [67] or the
Bassi-Rebay 2 (BR2) flux [68]. On the other hand, the diffusive numerical flux is said to be non-compact if
it depends on the DG discretized gradients on both sides of the surface ∂Ωe,
fˆν = fˆν(q+, ↔g +,q−, ↔g −, n⃗). (83)
The Bassi-Rebay 1 (BR1) flux [69] is an example of a non-compact diffusive numerical flux.
In this paper, we restrict the analysis to compact diffusive numerical fluxes, as they link each element
only with its neighbors. Non-compact diffusive numerical fluxes link each element with the neighbors of its
neighbors. As a result, compact viscous numerical fluxes lead to sparser matrices that need less storage and
whose matrix operations require fewer floating point operations.
In the DGSEM [11, 70], the tessellation is performed with non-overlapping quadrilateral (d = 2) or
hexahedral (d = 3) elements, whose physical coordinates are obtained from a reference element in [−1,1]d
with a high-order mapping of order M ,
x⃗e = x⃗e (ξ⃗) ∈PM , ξ⃗ = (ξ, η, ζ) ∈ [−1,1]3 . (84)
The high-order mapping allows one to describe curved boundaries accurately, and to evaluate the integrals
numerically by means of a Gaussian quadrature rule. In the DGSEM, we use a non-overintegrated quadrature
of order N ,
∫
Ωe
fdΩe = ∫ 1−1 ∫ 1−1 ∫ 1−1 Jfdξdηdζ ≈ ∫ NΩe fdΩe = N∑i,j,k=0Jijkwiwjwkf(ξ⃗i,j,k), (85)
where wi, wj and wk are the quadrature weights, ξ⃗ijk are the quadrature nodes, and J is the Jacobian of
the transformation [11].
Furthermore, in the DGSEM the polynomial basis functions, φj , are tensor-product reconstructions of
Lagrange interpolating polynomials on the quadrature points in each local coordinate direction:
qN(ξ⃗) = NDOFe∑
n=1 qNn φn(ξ⃗) = N∑i,j,k=0qNi,j,k`ξi (ξ)`ηj (η)`ζk(ζ), (86)
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and the Lagrange polynomials are
`ξi (ξ) = N1∏
m=0
m≠i
ξ − ξm
ξi − ξm . (87)
The standard choices for the quadrature rule are the Legendre-Gauss and the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto
nodes [11] (usually called only Gauss or Gauss-Lobatto points, respectively). Figure 13 shows the Lagrange
interpolating polynomials on both quadrature rules for a d = 1 discretization with N = 4. Note that the
Lagrange interpolating polynomials are discretely orthogonal,
`ξi (ξj) = δij . (88)
Therefore, all basis functions take a nonzero value on the boundary when using Gauss nodes, whereas only
one basis function takes a value on each boundary when using Gauss-Lobatto nodes.
(a) Legendre-Gauss. (b) Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto.
Figure 13: Lagrange interpolating polynomials on Legendre-Gauss and Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto points.
Replacing the integrals by quadrature rules and the basis functions by tensor-product Lagrange polyno-
mials in (78) and (79), the DGSEM version of system (72) reads⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Jjwj∂tq
N
j − ∫ N
Ωe
↔
f
N ⋅ ∇⃗φjdΩe + ∫ N
∂Ωe
fˆφjdS
e = 0,
−∫ N
Ωe
qN ∇⃗φjdΩe + ∫ N
∂Ωe
φjqˆn⃗dS
e = Jjwj↔g Nj .
(89a)
(89b)
D. State-of-Art Static Condensation for Continuous and Discontinuous Galerkin Methods
In this appendix, we provide a brief review of how static condensation has been applied to time-implicit
discretizations in continuous and discontinuous Galerkin methods.
D.1. Continuous Galerkin Methods
Static condensation was first used by Fraeijs in 1965 [45] to reduce the size of the linear system that
results from time-implicit Finite Element discretizations. In general, in medium-to-high order (N ≥ 2)
continuous Galerkin (CG) discretizations, it is easy to reorganize the linear system (27) as
[Abb Aib
Abi Aii
] [Qb
Qi
] = [Bb
Bi
] , (90)
where Qb is the solution on the degrees of freedom that sit on the element boundaries (interfaces), and Qi
is the solution on the inner degrees of freedom. Moreover, Abb is the boundary-to-boundary matrix, Aib is
the interior-to-boundary matrix, Abi is the boundary-to-interior matrix, and Aii is the interior-to-interior
matrix.
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Note that system (90) is equivalent to system (22), for
[B C
D E
]↔ [Abb Aib
Abi Aii
] , [X1
X2
]↔ [Qb
Qi
] , [F1
F2
]↔ [Bb
Bi
] , (91)
and it can be solved using the same two-step procedure. Furthermore, since the coupling between elements
in CG occurs only through the (shared) degrees of freedom on element interfaces, the matrix Aii has a block
diagonal structure, which makes it easy to invert in a local manner.
Static condensation has also been used by Karniadakis and Sherwin [46] and Vos et al. [47] for high-
order CG methods, who have shown that the computational efficiency is increased when the order of the
approximation (N) is increased because the relative size of the condensed system, n1/(n1 + n2), decreases
with N .
D.2. Discontinuous Galerkin Methods
We now discuss how static condensation has been used with high-order DG methods. Unlike CG methods,
DG methods may couple all the degrees of freedom of an element with the degrees of freedom of its neighbors
(see (14) and (18)), or neighbors of neighbors (if a non-compact DG method is used), through the numerical
flux functions. As a result, the static-condensation method is in general not directly applicable.
The first implementation of a static-condensation DG scheme was presented by Sherwin et al. [48], who
were able to make a modal DG scheme suitable for static condensation by using C0-type expansions for
the basis functions on element boundaries and bubble functions for the inner modes. This choice of basis
resembles the one used in p-FEM, a type of continuous Galerkin methods. Consequently, the linear system
that is produced from the implicit time-integration of the modified DG scheme can also be arranged as
the system (90), where the matrix Aii is also block diagonal. This proved to be advantageous since the
statically condensed system was shown to be not only smaller in size but also cheap-to-compute and better
conditioned than the global system.
Sherwin et al. [48] allege that an additional advantage of their statistically condensable DG is that
the boundary conditions can be imposed through global lifting, as in continuous Galerkin methods, hence
reducing the number of degrees of freedom of the problem. This is useful to treat elliptic problems but it
may need stabilization for hyperbolic equations.
The only drawback of Sherwin’s approach is that the new set of basis functions (bubble function +C0)
are neither orthogonal expansions nor tensor-product bases. Therefore, several advantages of such basis
functions cannot be kept, such as the existence of diagonal mass matrices, sparser Jacobians, the possibility
to evaluate the anisotropic truncation error estimator of [49], the ability to perform anisotropic p-adaptation
[32], among others.
Another approach to perform static condensation in DG methods was developed simultaneously and
independently from Sherwin’s approach by Carrero and Cockburn et al. [50, 51] and is known as the
Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method. This method imposes no restrictions on the choice of
basis functions and has gained increased popularity in recent years [71, 72].
The HDG method expands the original DG system with a new unknown variable λ (typically the numer-
ical trace of the solution, λ = qˆ) that lives only on the mesh skeleton, with which it is possible to statically
condense the system. The expanded system is
[B C
D AB
] [Λ
Q
] = [F1
B
] , (92)
where AB is a matrix formed by the diagonal blocks of matrix A, Λ is the sampled version of λ, and B, C,
D and F1 are additional terms that contain the scattered information of the off-diagonal blocks of A. A
similar approach is done by Petersen [73] for a space-time DG, where Λ are Lagrange multipliers.
Note that we kept almost the same notation of (27) in (92), but some variables where changed by the
names they usually have in the HDG community. Therefore we have
[B C
D E
]↔ [B C
D AB
] , [X1
X2
]↔ [Λ
Q
] , [F1
F2
]↔ [F1
B
] . (93)
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The first formulations of the HDG method [50, 51] dealt with linear elliptic problems and imposed
particular conditions, such as the requirement on the viscous numerical fluxes to be adjoint-consistent (see
for example [55]). When solving nonlinear conservation laws, additional constraints are imposed for a DG
method to be hybridizable with λ = qˆ. For example, the numerical flux is restricted to the form [52, 53]
fˆ = ↔f (qˆ) ⋅ n⃗ + S(qN , qˆ)(qN − qˆ), (94)
where qN is the solution on the element e, qˆ is the numerical trace of it, and S is a stabilizing function.
Some broadly used numerical flux functions, such as the Lax-Friedrichs flux, can be expressed in this form,
but others (e.g. Roe) cannot.
Without the constraint (94), it would not be possible to condense the system as a function of Qˆ. However,
we would like to point out that, in purely advective nonlinear conservation laws, it is possible to use λ = fˆ a
and ignore the restriction (94).
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